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! ! ! Important ! ! ! 
 

 
- Club Membership Subscriptions 
 
Have you paid your club membership?  Club treasurer Paul Howse has highlighted 
that too many members have still not yet paid their annual club subscription which was due last 
month. Paul is obviously very keen to receive any outstanding subs ASAP, and hopes that 
members will have the good will to contact him before he has to badger people into paying up 
with awkward phone calls.  
 
So be honest and do the honourable thing by contacting Paul today on 01326 574498, or by 
sending a cheque for £15 written out to ‘KHPA’ and post to: 
Paul Howse, Trecarne, Carnmeal Downs, Helston, Cornwall TR13 9NL 
 
Thankyou…… 
 

- Club funds 
 
Treasurer Paul Howse raised an issue in February ’s meeting regarding the clubs bank account 
funds, and how it could possibly work better for us by re-accessing its current financial situation. 
He noted that at present the £1400 or so in our current account had made just £12 interest in the 
last year!  This is not good as the money is not really working for us.  There are many other 
options open to us whereby we could invest funds in more lucrative ways that should be 
considered.  Several ideas were put forward by Paul to those that attended the meeting, one of 
which was to invest not all but say £1000 in Premium bonds.  This way the money would never 
loose value, but have the chance of potentially much higher gains.  One slight drawback Paul has 
noted is that we cannot transfer funds into premium bonds as a club, but that they require an 
individual to act as the official ‘Holder’ of the bond. 
 
Paul Howse has nominated Alan Phipps to be our clubs Premium bond account ‘holder’. 
 
If you have any objections to the club investing £1000 of funds in Premium bonds, or for Alan 
Phipps acting as ‘holder’ then please contact Paul Howse on: 01326 574498

 

FFeebbrruuaarryy  22000044  
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Frostbite 2004 
 
The annual Kernow Hang Gliding & 
Paragliding Associations "Frostbite" 
competition took place over the weekend 
7th/8th of February following an encouraging 
forecast. Saturday morning saw a gathering 
of Hangers at Perranporth along with a 
solitary Dangler including pilots from the 
Malverns and Avon clubs who had made the 
long trip for the competition and excellent 
sea thermalling that can be had in Cornwall 
at this time of year. Unfortunately the wind 
stayed at 35mph plus all day so an early 
"canning" allowed the visitors to sort out 
accommodation and arrange the evening 
drinking venue.  
A pleasant and somewhat loud evening was 
had whilst enjoying a talented band, plenty of 
beer, swoping of stories and general catching 
up on news in the Watering Hole at 
Perranporth, thanks must go to Tim J for the 
lift and to Steve and Catherine for hosting 
the Malvern Club (Pete A and Pete?). With 
the forecast looking good for Sunday no one 
wanted to get too plastered although several 
were worse than they should have been. 
  
Sunday dawned still windy but more 
northerly with a forecast to drop through the 
day so the Hangers called St Agnes at 
10.00am. On arriving at 10.40am there was 
barely space to park with the majority of 
vehicles sporting two or more gliders on their 
roofs. In addition to Saturdays pilots the 
South Devon had arrived in force along with 
a lone Devon and Somerset Condor making 
over 20 pilots.   The Paragliders were also on 
site all seemingly to be jammed inside Glen’s  
combi which was still noticeably rocking in 
the fresh to strong NNW wind. Initial briefing 
for the Hangers outlined the tasks as Spot 
Landing on Steve’s stone (standard rules 
apply) for a maximum of 250 pts and Open 
XC "over the back" for a maximum of 1000 
pts.   
  
The window was put on hold to allow for the 
forecast decrease in wind strength to arrive 
as it was still in excess of 30mph at launch.  
A couple of hours then ensued with groups of 
pilots chewing the fat, marvelling at Pete C's 
new helmet! and even kite flying until Pete A 
got hold of the controls. The Avon boys finally 
snapped at 13.00 and headed for home and 
the Danglers headed to Perranporth 
(why?)giving the sacrifice that was needed 
and within half an hour the wind began to 
ease back becoming less than 30. Just as it 

looked like it might be time to get things 
moving the ever vigilant Pipps spotted a life 
raft out to sea which resulted in a call to the 
coastguard (where was Daisy?)  who 
promptly arrived and requested no flying as 
a helicopter may be called. A couple of 
maroons later and the inshore lifeboat set off 
to recover the offending object which was 
found to be an empty life raft probably haven 
fallen off a passing ship and towed it away.  
  
The wind had now dropped to a sensible level 
(mid twenties) and Pipps took of to start 
proceedings. Conditions were looking good 
with a high cloud base and all the ingredients 
of an XC day.  The first spot landing "arrived" 
with Pipps demonstrating the effect of rotor 
from the cars that had now parked upwind 
but managing to sort it out landing 17 paces 
short.  Some pilots choose to forgo the spot 
to take advantage of the conditions and get 
over the back the first of which was Steve H 
who circled away for 7.8k whilst most pilots 
were still on the ground and some still not 
rigged. 
  
Conditions remained good with pilots 
regularly getting to around 700' and many to 
1000' or more. Spot landings continued 
(thanks to Gavin Cooper for scoring it) with 
some impressive scores showing that the 
South Devon pilots are either really lucky or 
are actually quite skilled at something.  A 
total of 5 pilots went over the back with 
several more regretting not having taken the 
chances they had. Pete C and Pipps sneaked 
away together and could be heard "team 
flying" on the radio. Pipps made cloud base 
at 3000' asl before they both glided off 
downwind late in the day with Pete finding a 
little lift at Lanner before they landed by the 
A394 Helston to Falmouth road for 19.8k & 
18.7k at around 17.00hrs. Even whilst they 
were de-rigging the last pilot Karl Sweeney 
over the back was leaving the hill landing 
just short of Patrick Buxton’s distance. 
  
All in all it was a good competition, thanks go 
to all who took part and made the effort to 
travel down, with the biting wind it stood well 
and truly up to its name of the "Frostbite", 
long may it continue. 
 
Graham Phipps 
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 Frostbite Competition 2004   
 
 Individual Results:     

 Pilot Club 
Spot 
Landing Open XC (k) Total Glider 

1 Graham Phipps Kernow 80 1000 (19.8) 1080 Talon 
2 Peter Coad Kernow - 943 (18.7) 943 Talon 
3 Stephen Hawken Kernow - 400 (7.8) 400 Talon 
4 Karl Sweeney S.Devon 230 156  (3.1) 386 Scandal 
5 Patrick Buxton Kernow - 238 (4.7) 238 Klassic  

6 Chris Smith S.Devon 230 - 230 
Rumour 
1 

6 Andy Farrow S.Devon 230 - 230 Magic 4 
8 Geoff Brook S.Devon 200 - 200 K2 ic  
9 Mark Nichol S.Devon 160 - 160 K4 
10 Martin Fox Kernow 110 - 110 K4 

11 Patrick Peglu 
DS 
Condors 60 - 60 Xtralite 

12 Paul Howes Kernow 40 - 40 U2 
13 Alec Birch Kernow 20 - 20 Scandal 
14 Roger Green Kernow - - - CSX 
14 Peter Atley Malverns - - - Cheetah 
14 Bill Arkle S.Devon - - - Xtralite 
14 Juan Romerez S.Devon - - - Java 
14 Neil Atkinson Avon DNF DNF - Tsunami 

14 Geoff Rogers Avon DNF DNF - 
Java 
Comp 

14 Paul ? Avon DNF DNF - Topless 
14 Peter Chang Malverns DNF DNF - Rio 
       

 
Team Results  
      

 Club  Top 4 Pilots    
1 Kernow 2661     
2 S.Devon 1046     
3 DS Condors 60     
4 Malverns -     
4 Avon -     

 

Dates for your diary 
 
 
Deadline for articles appearing in March bulletin: 20th March 
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Kernow Cross Country League to the end of February 

 
Well, this month things have been jogging along quite nicely. Phil Whitelaw has got the 
paragliders off the ground, as it were, and then the Frostbite Comp, and another half decent day 
at St Agnes have meant some steady scoring. It looks like the Up-and- Coming-Pete-Coad is the 
man to beat. Well done Pete, and lets hope this is the beginning of a really high scoring year. 

 
Cross Countries as of February 18th 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
KHPA Cross Country League 2003-04 

Name Team flight 1 flight 2 flight 3 flight 4 defined Total 
Pete Coad elves 17.98 11.67 9.69  14.68 54.02 
Graham Phipps dwarves 12.42 5.4    17.82 
Patrick Buxton pixies 14.14     14.14 
Steve Hawken fairies 4.87     4.87 
Phil Whitelaw elves 3.58     3.58 

 
 

Date Name type 
total 
(km) total (m) 

16-11-03 Patrick Buxton 1 22.77 14.14 

23-12-03 Pete Coad 1 28.95 17.98 

23-01-04 Pete Coad 2 23.64 14.68 
27-01-04 Phil Whitelaw 1 5.77 3.58 

08-02-04 Steve Hawken 1 7.84 4.87 

08-02-04 Pete Coad 1 18.79 11.67 

08-02-04 Graham Phipps 1 20.00 12.42 

17-02-04 Graham Phipps 1 8.70 5.40 
17-02-04 Pete Coad 1 15.61 9.69 

Flights this month 

PC 

PC 

GP 

PW 
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Dusting off, feeling rusty and 
following bike man...... 
 
Hi everyone,   As Andy has just taken over 
the bulletin I would like to show my support 
with a short article.  I haven’t flown since 
Nov 6th due to the variable weather 
conditions and my log book was getting 
seriously dusty.  Today 15th Feb I had my 
1st flight of the New Year at Sennen. Having 
received a phone call from a bloke on a push 
bike to say that conditions were quite light 
but flyable, I scrambled down to Sennen with 
some anticipation as I knew I'd be rusty after 
such a long lay off.  The bike bloke was 
already soaring above take off in very calm 
but thermic conditions as roger and I arrived. 
No worry, I would be joining him just as 
quickly as I could.  Out the bag came my 
trusty firebird matrix, unused for 4 months, I 
was expecting flies and all sorts to wing their 
way out but nothing of the sort.  It is 
surprising what goes through your mind after 
such a lay off.  Wing laid out, slight breeze, 
ready to attach my harness and go, STOP.  
Remember those pre flight checks, after 
thorough checks of the wing, lines and 
harness I felt more at ease and ready to 
strap myself in. Wing inflated without any 
issues, looked good above, all lines correct 
none crossed ready to launch, two gliders 
above to my left (port for those who are in 
the know) and the launch was simple.  
Having done a good pre-flight I felt relaxed 
and confident that all would be well. Height 
gain was slow at first as wind was weak 
however after a few minutes I could feel the 
sea thermals kicking in, not too strong but 
enough to give me the audible tone of the 
bike man's vario bleeping loudly and 
indicating up. Takeoff was well below when I 
glided over to the lifeboat station with the 
bike man, our colleague Roger had run out of 
lift at this point whilst looking to find a new 
restaurant down below somewhere and opted 
for a beach landing (he's always eating and 
drinking now he's a retired millionaire), he 
was glad there was a beach there as the tide 
was most of the way in at this point.  Higher 
and higher it seemed the bike man and I 
were going, enough now to do some 360's, 
great to get back into the swing of it, how I 
have missed looking down at the crowds 
looking up at us. Nearby the bike man was 
pointing to a hawk who kindly showed us the 
way to another sea thermal coming in giving 
more lift on an otherwise calm day.  An hour 

of this saw me heading back to our top 
landing in the car park, no rough air smooth 
as a whistle I landed amidst a few locals 
gaping as I stepped out of the harness. 
Today was uneventful and 'safe' for my first 
flying day of 2004, perhaps not too exiting 
for a good read but never the less very 
enjoyable for me.  The bike man was Andy 
our bulletin editor, Andy who can't drive at 
the moment; I'll let him tell you that story 
another time.  Well that’s the first of the year 
for me so come on there must be some great 
stories you can jot down for us all to read. 
  
See you up there very soon regards  
Ron Vercesi - Penzance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paragliding Harness:  
Apco Silhouette Cygnus Large, 
its the type that has the big 
inflatable air bag!!!. It’s in very 
good order. £160.  
 
Peter Crockford  
 
01326 372107  
07976 721 350  
peter@skbsails.com 
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Beating the Demon 
– The fear of leaving the hill…………….. 
 
Thanks to patient encouragement from Pete 
and Graham; this time the call came from 
Pete – ‘it looks like an X.C day at St Agnes’, - 
‘Oh Sh*t’, the stomach flips ‘be still’ the head 
says ‘you don’t have to, well have a lovely 
time floating around and land back on top’ – 
calm returns.  Things must have improved, 
back a while I’d have had the same reaction 
to simply flying at St Agnes. 
 Knowing the drill, this being the third 
attempt to encourage us I dutifully took 
phone numbers and change, packed drink 
and glider packing into my harness and 
rigged my radio.  I was last off the hill as 
usual and grateful for the help of the 
grounded paraglider pilots.  The wind was 
20-22knts NNE, going more easterly  as the 
afternoon progressed. 
 I was dreamily staring out to sea, 
enjoying the lift and the music on my vario 
when Grahams voice said ‘Use the lift, turn in 
it, you can always come back to the front!’ 
(but I lose so much height!) so the next time 
I managed to get hold of something halfway 
useable, I started turning.  Through 
indecision and curiosity I stayed with it long 
enough, not to be able to make it back to the 
front or even the landing area.  Due to the 
Easterly it was taking me down the coast to 
Chapel Porth, a bonfire beautifully illustrating 
the wind direction.  Either I was losing the 
thermal, or it was disintegrating, so I started 
viewing landing options, I had about 1,000ft.  
Below were two small fields, with power lines 
on two sides, surrounded by acres of scrub.  
Up by the road there was a large ploughed 
field that would do.  Then I began to think, 
because it had been tilled smooth for 
seeding, my landing in it might not be 
appreciated, so I chose two empty grazing 
fields over the road, at the foot of the 
beacon, which were running long ways into 
wind. 
 I began essing off height at the down-
wind end and found I could not get back up-
wind into the preferred road side field.  I 
tried pulling on speed; I tried creeping but 
wasn’t going to make it.  So I re-positioned 
to line up on the second field being kicked in 
the process, I pulled on speed regain control 
and landed without further trouble.  The wind 
was strong enough even on the ground to 

walk the glider across both fields to the road, 
inflated. 
 I naively had not expected the wind to 
be so strong.  Two important lessons were, 
not to go down-wind of the landing field, so 
far that you can’t get back.  And the 
importance of speed during landing 
approach, to be able to control the glider 
through any turbulence. 
  
I was pleased with the mini-excursion, for 
breaking the barrier and for the lessons 
driven home by the unfamiliar setting. 
Thanks also to Dave and Steve for launching 
me, and for driving out to pick up the pieces 
when they saw a slight wing-over before I 
disappeared from view. 
 
By Gay Jones 
 
 
 
 

Your  
Story 

could  
be 

H E R E !  ! 
 
 

- maybe along with a few      
snazzy pictures  

 

- Always remember your 
camera ! !   
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Perranporth 
24th January ‘04 

Crazy men soar the dunes with 
giant human kite contraptions…. 

Chris launches 

On approach ! 

Chris 
Flying ;-) 

Patrick on Wills wing Talon 

Gavins landing spot!! 

Roger on Moyes CSX 

Big ears & gale hanging! 

Graham Phipps & Passenger Take off 

Dual landing 
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KKnnooww  YYoouurr  SSiitteess………………  

Chapelporth      

Wind Directions: WSW-WNW Pilot Level:  CP with soaring experience 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Site Description:   
250ft high westerly facing grass/heather covered cliff slope with a beat of three quarter’s of a 
mile.  This can be extended in a good westerly by crossing Chapel Porth Beach and flying over to 
Porthtowan. In the right conditions and at low tide, it is possible to safely cross this beach and 
soar the cliffs the other side. (Even on a paraglider, but beware of flying too low behind the 
rock, which lies in front of the cliffs, as this can cause a nasty collapse!)  The site is friendly to 
both disciplines offering easy access with a pleasant take off and landing area. 
 
Take Off:  
This is from the path above and to the left of the lower chimneystack. The Best lift is generally 
to be found to the right of take off towards St Agnes Head where the cliff height increases.  
 
Top Landing:  
Top land in the large area behind take off ideally out of the way of the turbulence directly 
downwind of the mine buildings.   
 
Bottom Landing:  
This is possible at low tide, but not recommended for hang gliders, as the amount of beach is 
limited. Do not take off until you have checked out how much beach there is. 
 
Hazards:  
1. Lack of beach except at low tide.  
2. Rotor behind the Mine Buildings, Fly well back and land to one side to avoid. 
3. Avoid holiday makers along beach if bottom landing. 
 
XC Potential:  
Maybe possible using sea thermals (best October – April) to connect with inland thermals. 
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Airspace:  
The site is just outside Perranporth ATZ. Always phone (01872  552266) to let them know 
that you intend flying, as they will then warn other aircraft flying up the coast, and they will 
probably give you permission to fly though the ATZ if you go cross country.  
 
How to get there: 
OS Sheet 200 Grid 700 500 From A30 head for St Agnes and at the mini roundabout in St Agnes 
turn left, signed Chapel Porth. Follow this road for about 1 mile and follow the road round a 
sharp right hand bend at a house that has a garden full of kitchen ranges. Just before the 
caravan park on the right there is a National Trust Car Park.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle Access & Parking: 
Park in National Trust Car Park, then carry gliders forward to the rigging area. 
 
Contacts: 
Site Warden & Club Contact  Alan Phipps  01872 27 38 39 
 
Military Free phone for midweek flying  0800 51 55 44  
Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRA’s  0500 35 48 02 
 

All information is for guidance only. All pilots must make their own assessment 
of the site. 
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February’s Web Link: 

    
http://www.destination-cornwall.co.uk/Around-Cornwall-Early.htm 

 
Reviewed: Check out this months web site by visiting the above link.  Destination Cornwall’s 
local weather report is updated daily at around 7am, and consists of mostly simple but 
informative text.  Personally I have found the information to be VERY accurate, from ‘This 
Morning’ right through to ‘Tonight’.  The data source is unknown, but it sounds almost as though 
it has been written by someone that lives in Cornwall – that understands our microclimate! 
 

 

With www.destination-cornwall.co.uk   

Thursday 5th February 2004  

Pollen  Ultra Violet & Sun  Coastal Air Tides  Weather  
 

FORECAST WEATHER FOR CORNWALL AT 7 a.m.  

TODAY IN GENERAL: High pressure. Cloudy, mild, damp and misty, spells of rain, moderate to fresh breezes.  

THIS MORNING: Overcast, misty and damp with drizzle or light rain, mild, moderate to fresh breezes.  

THIS AFTERNOON: Cloudy with some brighter spells, mild, mostly dry, moderate to fresh breezes.  

TONIGHT: Cloudy, occasional drizzle or light rain, fresh breezes.  

TEMPERATURE: Maximum 13 °C (55 °F) Tonight: 8 °C (46 °F)  

WIND: South to south westerly moderate to fresh breezes.  

RAIN CHANCE: Damp with spells of rain.  

WARNINGS: None.  

TOMORROW: Mostly cloudy with showers, moderate to fresh breezes becoming strong north westerly overnight.  

 
Also found on this page are more informative sections such as: Conditions early this morning, 
Outlook, Today’s Sun Information and Air Quality, UV & pollen forecast, Today’s Swell forecast 
for North & South coasts and Phases of the moon. This Webpage loads up REALLY FAST which is 
good news for all of you still on slow old dial-up connections ;-) 

 
KHPA club website: http://www.khpa.co.uk/ 

KHPA Smart group website: http://www.smartgroups.co.uk/ 
 

Group members who wish to receive the Bulletin in full glorious COLOUR 
via e-mail in Adobe .PDF format can do so by notifying me at 

andy@handy2.worldonline.co.uk
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KERNOW HANG GLIDING AND PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION 

AGENDA FOR THE FEBRUARY MEETING 
MONDAY 9TH FEBRUARY 2004 

 
Apologies: Apologies were received from  Andy Hancock, on account of it being too far to cycle, and 
Vicky Ferguson, being unwilling to return from Vietnam just for the meeting. 
The Minutes of the last meeting were read, agreed and signed. 
Correspondence: 

• An e-mail from Adrian Bishop, as BHPA club liaison officer, was received, asking members for 
their opinions on the BHPA. Chairman Pete suggested we all think about any comments and 
bring them up at March’s meeting. 

• An e-mail from Airways’ Andrew Rastall was received, enquiring about advertising possibilities 
in the club bulletin. It was agreed that the secretary would reply, asking about what exactly 
they had in mind, and we could discuss it again when we know more. 

• Pete Coad passed on a message from Andrew Hancock, asking for more articles, and asking for 
volunteers to write sites reports. Roger Green was volunteered to write about Vault Bay and 
High Cliff, Roger Full said he would report on Carbis Bay, Alan Phipps agreed to do Carne, 
Graham Phipps would do St Agnes, Steve Hawken would do Chapel Porth, Steve Edwards 
volunteered to write about Perranporth, John Trewartha agreed to do write about Praa Sands, 
Kenegie and Hayle Towans, and chairman Pete said he would do Godrevy and Carn Brea. 

Matters arising: 
• Training: Graham Phipps reported on a good day at Perranporth, getting Chris Lobb back 

soaring, and doing some dualling. He also said he had been trying to coax some novices to go 
XC during the Frostbite Comp. 
Mark Butler reported nil PG training. 

• Competitions: The frostbite Comp had been run on the weekend of 7th and 8th Feb, but due to 
strong winds no PG tasks were flown. No HG task was flown on the Saturday, but Sunday had 
seen two tasks; one a spot landing at St Agnes, won by S Devon, with some very accurate 
landings. The second task was open XC, with a lot of Kernow pilots going over the back, and 
one S Devon pilot, resulti ng in a resounding victory for the Kernow team, with S Devon 2nd and 
Devon and Somerset Condors 3rd. Pilots from the Avon and Malvern clubs came, but they did 
not fly. Trophies, generously supplied by a friendly local dealer, were presented to Graham 
Phipps, individual winner, Pete Coad, second overall, and Steve Hawken, third, and to the 
Kernow Club as winning team. 

• Not a lot of progress was reported by the team looking into a tow competition to replace FOFF. 
Graham May is keen to keep it in Cornwall, but they are having difficulty finding any suitable 
fields. Pete Coad said he had been checking for likely looking fields from his FLPA, but to no 
avail so far. 

• Club Flying: not much paragilder flying was reported. In hang gliding, Pete Coad reported going 
to High Cliff with Paul and Gay, and flying an out and return to Widemouth Bay. On the same 
day several pilots enjoyed a good day at Perranporth. People had also been out at Carbis Bay, 
and a few hang gliders and paragliders had flown at St Agnes. 

• Incidents: before anyone else could tell on him, Gavin owned up to parking his borrowed 
Calypso in between two caravans at Perranporth. He explained that the wind was a bit brisk; he 
flew too far back on his landing approach, anticipating a better glide, and was unable to 
penetrate forward. Thankfully he missed the caravans. 

• XC Flying: Pete reminded us of his out and return at High Cliff, a number of hang gliders flew 
XC at the Frostbite Comp, and Phil Whitelaw has opened his XC account, with a sterling effort 
from St Agnes. 

• Social Events: The climbing experience on 25th Jan was enjoyed by those few who turned up. It 
was noted that there were not many hang glider pilots there.  
We were reminded of the Skinners Brewery tour on the 20 th Feb. 

• Smart Group: Pete Coad said he had spoken to Andrew Hancock about managing the Smart 
group and the web site. Andrew had said he did not have the expertise to run the web site. 
Steve Edwards volunteered to take over the web site if John Sekula did not object. Pete said he 
would speak to John. 
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• Annual Dinner: A good time was had by all. Thanks were extended to our friendly local dealer 
for generously providing the wine  and Pete was thanked for doing the organising. 

• Electronicification of Club Bulletin: It was agreed that it was a good ide a to send the bulletin 
by e-mail, reducing printing and postage costs, and saving Roger Full’s valuable time. Anyone 
wishing to receive the e -bulletin should e-mail Andrew to say so. 

Any Other Business:  
• Points from the treasurer Paul welcomed a new member, Alan James, who had paid up that 

very evening. He asked everyone to pay up as promptly, please: he has received subs from only 
33 members out of a possible 70, so far. 
He also brought up the matter of the 50 club. He said that with 27 members, income for  the 
year was £320, but outgoings were £330, plus postage, which rather defeats the object of 
raising money for the tow syndicate. He suggested the tow syndicate should decide whether to 
reduce the prizes given, which would need agreement from all members, or to just wind the 
whole thing up. 
Paul also brought up the matter of what to do with the club funds. It had been suggested that 
we change banks, to increase the interest we receive, but he suggested that we invest £1000 in 
premium bonds, and leave the rest as a float in the high interest account. This might reduce 
the interest earned by a few pounds, but gives the opportunity to win vast amounts of money. 
It was decided that the proposal should be explained fully in the bulletin, and voted upon at 
March’s meeting, giving absent members the opportunity to vote by proxy by notifying the 
secretary or chairman. 
Brian Reynolds suggested that to reduce the number of people delaying payment of 
subscriptions, a penalty should be imposed on those not paid up by a certain date. Patrick 
suggested that it would be best to monitor the situation this year then deal with any problems 
at next year’s AGM. 

• Roger Full explained why he had requested that Andrew limit the bulletin to less than 12 
pages. He said it was necessary to keep the weight within the 2nd class postage band. 

• Roger Green said he had heard from Francis Crocker, thanking the club for the offer of the 
micro light flight. He said he would take it up on a fine day in spring. 

• Graham Phipps gave an update on Vault Bay. The drawings for the cattle grid were done, and 
the No Parking signs would be ready the following week. 
He also congratulated Pete Coad on leading the National winter cross country league, and said 
that Kernow was the leading club.  
He also reported that the South Devon Brass Monkeys Comp. was scheduled for the week end 
of 21st Feb.  

• Brian Reynolds thanked John, Mark and Dave for giving him his first paramotoring experience. 
He said it was really enjoyable. 

• John Trewartha gave a report on an unknown red paramotor flying around Kenegie, and failing 
to land. We wonder whether he is the one spotted flying around Predannack. 

50 club the draw was made, rewarding Alan Clark with £15 and Tim Jones with £5. 
There being no further business the meeting ended at 9.25, to enjoy the airspace talk given by Gavin 
 

 
At the end of the March club meeting there will be a meeting 
of the Tow Syndicate.  The treasurer would like input on the 
50 club, which at present is running at a loss. 
 


